
Physical Therapist With An Energetic & 

Infectious Personality Wanted!  

Are you in search on your first PT position where you can learn and grow as a clinician? Are you 

looking for a place to work where you're excited to get up and go to, bring value and get back 

from a company you love and a team you respect? Are you in search of a position and company 

that places an emphasis on retention, engagement, your personal satisfaction and growth? 

Rehab United Seattle is a PT practice that prides itself on its culture and community. It has 

consistently produced client successes stories highlighted by our 5-star rating on Google, where 

patients have detailed their success working with our staff. We are community and employee 

focused, where a thriving employee will always be more productive and successful. 

We are in search of a physical therapist with an energetic and infectious personality that has a 

desire to be constant learning, and is open to new ideas and ways of treating. The individual we 

are in search of will be focused on providing a WOW factor to their clients with outstanding 

customer service and next level skill. We desire a team member that is passionate about Rehab 

United Seattle's brand, willing to organically market, and be a part of that growth as a trusted 

provider in the Seattle area. We wish to find an assertive strong communicator and collaborator 

with a high drive to accomplish task with the flexibility that our profession often requires...If you 

want a challenge, while being mentored and supported by this team we encourage you to apply. 

Please send your resumes to Kelly Vanhove at kelly@rehabunited.com . New grads are 

encouraged to apply along with those that will be sitting for their boards soon. This position will 

remain open for the right candidate to become a member of our team and community. Think that 

maybe you? Send your resume and let’s set a time to chat.  
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